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Abstract: The dominant statistical hydrophobic free energy inverse frequencies, amino acid
wavelengths as hydrophobic modes, of neurotensin (NT), cholescystokinin (CCK), the human
dopamine D2 receptor [(DA)D2] , and the human dopamine transporter (DAT) were determined
using orthogonal decomposition of the autocovariance matrices of their amino acid sequences
as hydrophobic free energy equivalents in kcal/mol. The leading eigenvalues-associated eigen-
vectors were convolved with the original series to construct eigenfunctions. Eigenfunctions
were further analyzed using discrete trigonometric wavelet and all poles, maximum entropy
power spectral transformations. This yielded clean representations of the dominant hydrophobic
free energy modes, most of which are otherwise lost in the smoothing of hydropathy plots or
contaminated by end effects and multimodality in conventional Fourier transformations. Mode
matches were found between NT and (DA)D2 and between CCK and DAT, but not the converse.
These mode matches successfully predicted the nonlinear kinetic interactions of NT-(DA)D2

in contrast with CCK-(DA)D2 on 3H-spiperone binding to (DA)D2, and by CCK-DAT but not
NT-DAT on [N-methyl-3H]-WIN 35,428 binding to DAT in (DA)D2 and DAT cDNA stably
transfected cell lines without known NT or CCK receptors. Computation of the dominant modes
of hydrophobic free energy eigenfunctions may help predict functionally relevant peptide–
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INTRODUCTION peptide ligands maintains and sometimes incre-
ments the potency of their cell membrane mediated
actions.12 Secondary structures with matching hy-

The importance of the sequential arrangements of
drophobic amplitude frequencies, such as in the b-

amino acid side chain hydrophobicities in the deter-
strands of interleukin-1b, have been shown to bindmination of peptide and protein secondary structures
together and initiate protein folding13 in a processis well established.1–3 Significant roles are played
called ‘‘hydrophobic zippering.’’14 Additionally,by two kinds of hydrogen bond energies. One in-
two long, helical secondary structures with congru-volves a restricted range of local, side chain inde-
ent hydrophobic frequencies bind to create the cen-pendent, sterically allowed, main chain peptide
tral ‘‘hydrophobic knot’’ that stabilizes the structurebond rotations represented in Ramachandran plots. 4

of phospholipase-A2.15

The other, more prominent in aqueous environments
Recent studies of the binding of extracellular do-also regulates secondary structural turn formation,

mains of growth hormone receptor by polyclonalbut is dominated by in line, surface minimizing
antibodies to ovine growth hormone have demon-attraction between hydrophobic phase coherent
strated that functional binding occurs between thepatches of amino acid side chains. In contrast with
epitope sequences and the extracellular segments ofthose influenced by the Ramachandran constraints,
the growth hormone transmembrane receptor. Thisthese hydrophobic influences are not via specific
binding, analogous to that between peptide ligandspeptide hydrogen bond energies related to polypep-
and their receptors, was shown to be more related totide conformations in the dry state, but rather
common helical, loop and/or disordered secondaryemerge from nonlocal cooperative interactions of
structure than to specific amino acid sequences orhundreds to thousands of hydrogen bonds of the
the local geometry of tertiary structures. 16 This kindsurrounding water solvent. 5–7

of molecular recognition and juxtaposition is notValues for the individual amino acid hydropho-
that between dissimilar functionalities of Paulingbic free energies, hydrophobicities, H in kcal /mol,
and Delbrück theory, but between similarities inare computed from their relative equilibrium con-
their supermolecular hydrocarbon organizations.17

centrations in a binary, aqueous-organic solvent8 or
Previously, consideration of the role of the hy-condensed vapor partition.9 The sequential patterns

drophobic free energies of amino acids H in peptideof relative hydrophobicity in amino acid chains are
ligands and their associated membrane proteinsknown to predict whether, using two generic exam-
have entered their structural-functional analyses inples, the segments of peptide chains of globular
two ways: (1) locally, in which ligand–receptorproteins role up into a-helices of Ç3.6 amino acids
binding is changed by point mutations in specifi-per rotation (from low to high to low again in side
cally positioned amino acids, altering the hydropho-chain hydrophobic values) or extend into b-strands
bic characteristics of ‘‘binding pockets’’ involvingof Ç2.4 amino acids per rotation.
neighboring but nonsequential juxtapositions of res-Relations among and between components of
idues brought together in the protein’s cooperativethese secondary structures, leading to supersecond-
tertiary structure; or (2) globally, often studied us-ary and tertiary organization within polypeptide and
ing chimeric exchanges, with respect to the number,proteins and aggregation between them, are thought
lengths, and locations of transmembrane segmentsto be dominated by hydrophobic attractive forces
of receptors, transporters, and/or channels, ex-that are orders of magnitude larger than those pre-
ploiting the sequential juxtapositions of amino aciddicted by van der Waals theory, and that extend
hydrophobic free energies using n-point windowspatially beyond 20 nm (the length scale of some
moving averages to generate what are commonlysynaptic gaps) . 10,11 With respect to peptide–recep-
known as hydropathy plots. 9 These smoothed hy-tor interactions, a program of work completed over
drophobic amplitude graphs across sequence-in-a decade ago demonstrated that complete substitu-

tion of hydrophobically equivalent amino acids in dexed location of membrane proteins are such that
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the largest, longest, positive variations are interpre- extramembranous environment appears to favor the
role of hydrophobic mode recognition and aggrega-ted as the lipophilic hydrophobic transmembrane

segments of the protein. The best studied example tion. Statistical mechanical models of first-order physi-
cal phase transitions involving polymer–membraneof this approach is the finding of seven sequential

hydrophobic maxima of Ç 25 residues each in the receptor interactions predict that mode-matched hy-
drophobic aggregation destabilizes the metastable bor-hydropathy plots of bacteriorhodopsin, assumed to
der between the aqueous, extramembranous and thebe the evolutionary prototype of the G-protein gene
hydrophobic, intramembranous portions of the trans-superfamily of transmembrane receptors. 18,19 Coex-
membrane receptor and transporter proteins, resultingisting sequential variations in hydrophobic free en-
in the sudden and complete internalization of the li-ergy of wavelengths (modes) other than that of
gand bound membrane receptor loop.25 Once withintransmembrane segments are lost in the generation
the low dielectric constant intramembranous environ-of hydropathy plots by smoothing. Conventional
ment, unscreened charge and/or ionic determinantsFourier transformation of the n-length protein’s hy-
appear to dominate the binding and activation of thedrophobicities. Hi ,iÅ1. . .n (n is short by signal pro-
relevant intracellular mechanisms.26,27cessing standards) results in lack of mode definition

The success of our algorithmic procedures in un-from end effects and intrinsic multimodality.
covering hydrophobic mode matches between pep-Our new approach to hydrophobic free energy
tides and their specific G-protein coupled receptors24sequence analysis, tested experimentally in these
combined with the known colocalization of neuropep-studies, exploits standard techniques of linear analy-
tides and dopamine in neurons,28,29 prompted a searchsis to search for patterns of sequential hydrophobic
for functionally relevant hydrophobic mode matchesvariation, statistical wavelengths in often noninteger
between these neuropeptides and dopaminergic mem-values of v01 aa (amino acids) in membrane pro-
brane proteins. There is growing evidence for the roleteins. These include patterns of faster frequency
of NT and CCK in the regulation of brain (DA)D2variation, in addition to the longer wavelengths rep-
and DAT mediated activities.30–32 (DA)D2 is a majorresenting recursively appearing maxima indicative
subtype of the pre- and postsynaptic family of dopa-of transmembrane segments or sometimes multiple
mine receptors, and DAT mediates the (re)uptake/domains. Generally, the method involves the linear
transport and, in some instances, the release of dopa-decomposition of order M lagged, autocovariance
mine by dopamine cells. The speculated role of neuro-matrices CM constructed from the Hi ,iÅ1. . .n’s of n-
peptide–dopamine interactions in the pathophysiologylength membrane proteins. From the set of ordered
and pharmacology of schizophrenia33 and cocaine ad-leading eigenvalues, {ni }iÅ1. . .M , of the CM , the cor-
diction34 has stimulated interest in their mechanisms.responding set of ordered eigenvectors, Xi ,iÅ1. . .M ,

Recent studies suggest that the integration of NT,are computed and serially convolved with Hi ,iÅ1. . .n
CCK, and dopamine transmission at the membrane(see below) to form an ordered set of hydrophobic
level35 occur via parallel peptide and dopaminefree energy eigenfunctions, ci ,iÅ1. . .M , each of
evoked intramembranous, peptide receptor–dopa-length n 0 M / 1.20,21 The graphs of the leading
mine receptor interactions.29,36,37 The results of theeigenfunctions c1 , closely resemble those of the
present study suggest that NT and CCK may alsoprotein’s smoothed hydropathy sequence (see Fig-
mode-selectively hydrophobically aggregate withure 1). M is chosen to optimize the least squares
and directly influence the kinetic behavior of thefit of the protein’s c1 with its hydropathy plot.
dopamine receptor and transport proteins.The hydrophobic mode content of the ci’s (i Å 2

This study explores the Hi ,iÅ1. . .n sequences ofand/or 3 in members of the seven transmembrane
NT, CCK, (DA)D2, and DAT for hydrophobicsuperfamily and some membrane transporter proteins)
mode matches between peptide ligands and mem-containing the peptide-binding inverse frequency
brane proteins using techniques of linear analysis.modes v01 aa are identified using all poles, maximum
From the results of these analyses, predictions aboutentropy power spectral transformations S(v) and
the differential modulation of ligand–protein asso-wavelet transformations W (a , b).22,23 In previous
ciation kinetics were made and tested.work, these methods revealed sets of statistical wave-

length matches in v01 aa between peptide ligands COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
and their corresponding membrane receptor proteins,

Construction of Graphs of Hydrophobicranging from v01 É 2 to 14 aa across examples.24

Free Energy EigenfunctionsOf the charged, ionic, and hydrophobic binding
determinants of ligand–receptor interactions, the We use the amino acid hydrophobicity scale derived

from the results of equilibrium partitions in binary,charged-screened, high dielectric constant, aqueous
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FIGURE 1 The left panels contain the graphs of (13 times iterated) nearest neighbor averag-
ing computations, the ‘‘hydropathy plots’’ of the hydrophobic free energy series of the amino
acid sequences of human (DA)D2 and DAT transmembrane proteins, with sequential maxima
suggesting the sequence location of their transmembrane segments. The right panels portray
the graphs of the corresponding leading hydrophobic free energy eigenfunctions c1 as cT .
Though the right and left representations are generally similar, sequential fast frequencies are
more evident in the eigenfunctions than in the hydropathy plots, particularly for DAT. Whereas
the hydropathy plots smooth away secondary sequential frequencies, extracting the leading
eigenfunctions allow further linear decomposition and analyses for peptide binding modes.

aqueous-organic solvents that began with the pion- lowing set of amino acid hydrophobic free energy
equivalents H , in kcal /mol: G, QÅ 0.0; S, TÅ 0.07;eering work of Edsall in the 1930s, and was later

systematically explored by Tanford’s group.8,38 N Å 0.09; D Å 0.66; E Å 0.67; R Å 0.85; A, H
Å 0.87; C Å 1.52; K Å 1.65; M Å 1.67; V Å 1.87;There are a variety of alternative sets of experimen-

tally and computationally derived amino acid hy- L Å 2.17; Y Å 2.76; P Å 2.77; F Å 2.87; I Å 3.15;
W Å 3.77. The amino acid sequences for NT, CCK,drophobic free energies available. 3,39,40 We have

persisted in the use of the Tanford system41,42 due (DA)D2, and DAT were obtained from SWISS-
PROT Protein Sequence Data Bank, Release 32.5to its long history, the correlation of its values with

relevant physical observables, such as aqueous cav- [(1996), Med. Biochem. Department, University of
Geneva, Switzerland].ity surface area 43,44 and amino acid specific vol-

ume, 45 and the similarities in results in hydropathy Our first approach to elucidating the hydrophobic
mode content of peptides and proteins exploitedplots when comparing those from proteins such as

rhodopsin I that made use of values from aqueous- Fourier and windowed Fourier analyses.41,42 As
noted above, the resulting spectra often manifestedorganic partitions with those derived from con-

densed vapor partitions.24 broad band, multiple and/or indistinct peaks due to
end effects and intrinsic multimodality. We thenWe recall that the assignment of hydrophobic

free energy values H to each amino acid of the conjectured that the decomposition of the hydropho-
bic sequences into orthogonal (eigen)functions fol-peptide ligands and transmembrane proteins is

based on its relative concentration at equilibrium in lowed by all poles, maximum entropy power spec-
tral and wavelet transformations would yield morethe two phases of a binary solvent, and quantified

as a free energy of transfer, in kcal /mol, from a separable and identifiable hydrophobic free energy
wavelength peaks that would be more useful in thenonpolar hydrocarbon solvent to water at 377C, with

glycine Å 0 as a reference.8,38 This yields the fol- identification of peptide ligand-membrane protein
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matches. It was these considerations that motivated for their adequate separation and resolution.24 In
these studies, M Å 14 for the (DA)D2 receptorthe use of the following techniques.

The transformed Hi ,iÅ1. . .n sequence of an n- protein and M Å 16 for DAT. The hydropathy plots
used for comparisons with the c1 (Figure 1) resultlength protein, H1 , H2 , . . . , Hn , is decomposed into

orthogonal functions via its order M lagged, autoco- from the repeated application (113), asymptoti-
cally approaching smoothness, of nearest neighborvariance matrix CM . As noted above, M is chosen

to optimize the least squares fit of the protein’s c1 averaging of the Hi ,iÅ1. . .n sequence.
An autocovariance matrix is computed fromwith its hydropathy plot. We have found empirically

that an M chosen with this as the criterion is suffi- an M lagged data matrix, in which the columns
represent sequential lags; i.e., (here T å trans-cient to capture the major hydrophobic free energy

modes in the data. In fact, the ordered eigenvalue pose ) V T
1 Å (H1 , H2 , . . . , Hn0M ) , V T

2 Å (H2 , H3 ,
spectra generally decays quickly after the few lead- . . . , Hn0M/1 ) , . . . , V T

M Å (HM , HM/1 , . . . , Hn ) .
ing ordered values, such that most if not all of the Where K Å n 0 M / 1, the sequence average of
transmembrane and peptide binding mode informa- the dyadic product, Hi H T

i is obtained using the
tion is captured in the first few eigenvalues, autocovariance matrix, a Hermitean M 1 M ma-
{ni }i ,iÅ1. . .4 , though 10 õ Mõ 20 may be required trix given by

CM Å
1
K

∑
K

jÅ1

HjHj ∑
K

jÅ1

HjHj/1 … ∑
K

jÅ1

HjHj/M01

… … … …

∑
K

jÅ1

Hj/M01Hj ∑
K

jÅ1

Hj/M01Hj/1 … ∑
K

iÅ1

Hj/M01Hj/M01

modes than are available in the moving averageWe then compute the eigenvalues {nj}
M
jÅ1 and

graph of the hydropathy plot or Fourier transforma-the associated eigenvectors Xj( l) of CM , where j
tion of the undecomposed data series. From matrixgoes from 1 to M and labels the eigenvector, and l
theory, because CM (not the data matrix) is by defi-also ranges from 1 to M and refers to the l th compo-
nition real, square, symmetric (Hij Å Hji) , and nor-nent of the eigenvector Xj( l) . The {nj}

M
jÅ1 , n ¢ 0,

mal (CMCT
M Å CT

MCM) , its {nj}
M
jÅ1 are real, non-are ordered from largest to smallest, and the Xj( l)

negative, and distinct, and its associated Xj( l) con-are ordered by their eigenvalues. The leading Xj( l)
stitute natural bases for orthonormal projections onare then used as multiplicative ‘‘weights’’ to trans-
Hi ,iÅ1. . .n . 20,21form the Hi ,iÅ1. . .n into M eigenfunctions cj( l) ,

Figure 1 is a graphic comparison of hydropathywhere j Å 1 . . . M labels the eigenfunction and l
plots and the leading transmembrane eigenfunctionsÅ 1 . . . n0M indexes its l th component. In words,
c1 of (DA)D2 and DAT. Except for the expectedthe convolution of each of the leading eigenvectors
presence of finer frequency fluctuations in the c1 ,with the data series is the result of computing the
the 7 transmembrane segment patterns characteristicsums of the scalar products of the M length eigen-
of G-protein coupled receptors appear similar invector with an M length of the data series to produce
both the hydropathy and eigenfunction plots ofa point in the eigenfunction; this process is trans-
(DA)D2. This similarity in patterns of sequentiallated down the data series by one step and repeated
maxima in hydropathy and leading eigenfunctionto generate each of the sequential points of the eige-
plots was observed in all the neuropeptide, G-pro-nfunction that corresponds to its eigenvector in the
tein coupled transmembrane receptors we havecomputation. The c( l) , for l 0 k / 1ú 0, are given
studied.24

by cj( l) Å (
M

kÅ1
Xj(k)Hl0k/1 . Intuitively, CM contains

Among the available x-ray crystallographic stud-
ies of t-transmembrane proteins (where 1 õ t x 7,a scan for hydrophobic modes across a range of

covariance/correlation lengths from 1 to M and its i.e., not the G-protein nor tyrosine kinase receptor
family) are those of the porins, 16-stranded, mem-eigenvectors serve as weights to generate orthonor-

mally decomposed sequences of moving average brane-spanning trimeric proteins46,47 demonstrating
É 16 maxima in their hydropathy plots. The Shakervalues with the potential for finer resolution of
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families of voltage-gated potassium channels Wavelet analyses, a more localized and therefore
less data length dependent ‘‘atomic,’’ alternative todemonstrate hydropathy plots with 16–20 max-

ima.48–50 The transmembrane hexose transporter windowed Fourier analyses, were invoked to con-
firm the dominant v01 aa of the more length sensi-family, the GLUTs, with a 21-point, single pass av-

eraging window, demonstrated what was interpreted tive S(v) transformations. Best bases, discrete trig-
onometric wavelet transformations W (a , b) of theas 12-transmembrane segments,51,52 but another pre-

dictive approach found evidence for ¢16-trans- c2 of (DA)D2, and c3 of DAT, as well as the
Hi ,iÅ1. . .n of NT and CCK, were performed. W (a ,membrane segments. 53 The absence of physical

data, the influential role of the arbitrary choice of b) consists of decomposing a real valued ‘‘mother
wavelet’’ w into translated, W (n) r W (n 0 b) ,averaging window, and the somewhat ambiguous

morphology of the hydropathy plots makes these and scaled, W (n) r W (n /a) , versions of itself.
‘‘Scale’’ as used here is analogous to the inversedifferences with respect to the GLUTs currently un-

resolvable. Many of the same issues hold with re- radian frequency of a trigonometric function. The
w is a waveform with an average value of zero (spect to the common assumption that DAT is a 12-

transmembrane transport protein.54 From the graphs e`
0` w(n)dn Å 0). It is of finite duration and arbi-

in Figure 1 it is difficult to determine the number trary regularity and symmetry, which, across dila-
of its transmembrane segment-related hydrophobic tions and translations, is convolved with the ci or
maxima, but estimates might range from 12 to Hi ,iÅ1. . .n as W (a , b) Å (1/

√
a) e n

0 ci ( l)w(( l 0 b) /
over 20. a)dl or W (a , b) Å (1/

√
a) e n

0 H(n)w((n 0 b) /
a)dn , respectively. For w we chose the family of
windowed, Gaussian, discrete sine transformations,Graphs of Maximum Entropy Power
which were globally maximized (‘‘best basis’’)Spectral and Discrete Wavelet
with respect to the (‘‘Heisenberg-like’’) trade-offTransformation of Hydrophobic
in resolution between dilation and translation.Free Energy Eigenfunctions
wi ,k(n) Å 2/

√
2li pi (n) sin [(2k / 1)(p /2li )(n 0

To identify the hydrophobic free energy wave- ai )] , in which pi (n) is a window function such that
lengths in the neuropeptides and membrane pro- (p 2

i (n) Å 1. The graphs of the wavelet planes por-
teins, the Hi ,iÅ1. . .n sequences of NT and CCK and tray discrete steps of dilation (wavelength) along
the ciÅ2 or 3 of (DA)D2 and DAT, respectively, were the ordinate and sequence location along the ab-
transformed into their dominant inverse hydropho- scissa. The indicated grey scale codes the amplitude
bic frequencies v01 aa , using all poles, maximum of the wavelet’s moduli. Discrete wavelet tech-
entropy power spectra, S(v) Å (s 2 /2p)(1/É1 / a1 niques allow cutting smooth windows of differing
exp(0iv)/. . ./ ak exp(0ikv)É2) , which demon- lengths while preserving orthogonality in pattern
strate peaks (poles) at the zeros of the denominator. identification.58–60 Before graphing the Wa ,b(ci ) as
The Fourier coefficients ak match a small set of k isopotential contour plots of their moduli, the matri-
known autocorrelations ck , chosen so that the en- ces of wavelet coefficients were smoothed by inter-
tropy of the spectral estimate, H Å e ln S(v)dv, polation.
is maximal. This occurs because beyond the limited
information of a small set of autocorrelation-
matched Fourier coefficients, the ‘‘correlation EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
matching property,’’55 the process is extended into
a Gaussian process such that H is maximized.56

(DA)D2 Transfected Cell Preparation
Also, it is known that the Gaussian function maxi- and Ligand Binding Kinetics
mizes the entropy under the constraints of a finite

(DA)D2 containing cell homogenates were prepared fromnumber of second-order correlations. In these stud-
a mouse LtK fibroblastoma cell line stably transfectedies k ° 2 for the peptides and k ° 8 for the protein
with the human (DA)D2 cDNA and generously providedeigenfunctions to avoid ‘‘splitting’’ S(v) into spuri-
by Dr. Frederick Monsma, Hoffman La-Roche, Basel,ous modes. Intuitively, S(v) is like an autoregres-
Switzerland. These cells were grown to confluency in

sive, maximum likelihood spectral estimate in that DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum. Samples
it is not model dependent, but is derived directly were separated into individual aliquots and centrifuged
from the data of Hi ,iÅ1. . .n and ci , and behaves like at 20001 g for 10 min. The decanted supernatants were
a filter that yields its one or two leading poles of homogenized with a Polytron PT 3000 (Brinkman;
discrete hydrophobic variational frequency in the 11,000 rpm for 12 s) in 30 volumes of 50 mmol/L Tris-

base buffer, pH 7.4 at 227C and centrifuged at 43,0001hydrophobic free energy eigenfunction.56,57
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g for 10 min. The pellets were stored at 0707C until aprotinin and bacitacin (or NT as above) were in final
concentrations indicated in Figure 3A. CCK-8 or NT wereassayed. Ligand binding saturation studies were per-

formed using 12 concentrations of 3H-spiperone over a preincubated with the membrane preparations for 30 min
and then examined for [N-methyl-3H]-WIN 35,428 bind-range of 0.004–0.4 nmol/L in triplicate for each concen-

tration of NT modulation studied (at the indicated con- ing as described in Experimental Results and the captions
of Figures 3A and 3B.centrations, Figures 3A and 3B) and the mean values of

net activity over nonspecific binding were plotted. Assay
volumes consisted of 2700 mL of incubation buffer (50
mmol/L Tris-base, 5 mmol.L KCl, 1.5 nmol/L CaCl2 , 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
mmol/L MgCl2 , 1 mmol/L EDTA (free acid) pH 7.4 at
227C), 100 mL of buffer with or without (/)-butaclamol, Computational Results
final concentration, 1 mmol/L (which defined nonspecific
binding), 100 mL of radioligand stock solution prepared As in Figure 1, Figure 2A and Figure 2B where cT

in buffer, and 100 mL of membrane suspension (final å c1 (superscript T here labels the leading eigen-
concentration of 40 mg protein) . function containing the ‘‘transmembrane’’ seg-

The samples were incubated to equilibrium (2 h) at ments) , the sequential hydrophobic maxima seen in
room temperature following the addition of the membrane the graphs of the cT locate the putative transmem-
suspension, and the reaction was terminated by the addi-

brane segments of (DA)D2 and DAT in a mannertion of 50 mmol/L Tris-base buffer followed by rapid
consistent with those indicated by the hydropathyvacuum filtration using a Brandel cell harvester (Gaith-
graphs. Unlike standard hydropathy analysis, theersburg, MD). The filters were washed with ice-cold
eigenfunction decomposition leaves the rest of thebuffer, dried, and placed in liquid scintillation minivials
sequential structure of the receptor available for fur-containing 6 mL of Aquasol scintillation fluid. Following

a 60 min equilibration, the vials were shaken and counted ther analysis. The graphs of the secondary receptor
for bound radioactivity in a LKB-Wallace liquid scintilla- mode containing eigenfunction, cR Å c2 (Figure
tion counter (at 66% efficiency). The addition of NT 2A), and transporter binding mode containing eig-
(Bachem, Torrance, CA), prepared in buffer with phe- enfunction, cTR Å c3 (Figure 2B), inscribe polyno-
nathroline, 100 mmol/L in indicated final concentrations mial-like functions that contain the dominant hy-
(or CCK-8 as below), was followed by 30 min preincuba- drophobic binding modes of the (DA)D2 and DAT
tion with the membrane preparation and then examined

amino acid sequences, respectively. The Hi ,iÅ1. . .nfor 3H-spiperone binding as described in Experimental
of NT and CCK and the cR of (DA)D2, and theResults and the captions of Figures 3A and 3B.
cTR of DAT, were then subjected to wavelet trans-
formation as described above. Wa ,b(Hi ,iÅ1. . .n) ,
Wa ,b(cR) , and Wa ,b(cTR) , when graphed, indicateDAT Transfected Cell Preparation and
the dominant inverse frequencies v01 aa and theirLigand Binding Kinetics
sequence locations. The cR of (DA)D2 and cTR of

DAT containing cell homogenates were prepared from a DAT, as well as the Hi ,iÅ1. . .n of NT and CCK, were
canine kidney (MDCK) cell line stably transfected with also transformed as described above using the all
human DAT cDNA and generously provided by Dr. Gary poles, maximum entropy power spectra S(v) ,
Rudnick, Yale University. The cells were grown to con-

which confirmed the identities of their v01 aa . Wefluency, separated, aliquoted, homogenized, centrifuged,
examined the graphs of Wa ,b(Hi ,iÅ1. . .n) , Wa ,b(cR) ,and pellets stored as above, using a phosphate-buffered
and Wa ,b(cTR) , and the S(v) of Hi ,iÅ1. . .n , cR , andsaline solution (137 mmol/L NaCl, 2.7 mmol/L KCl, 10
cTR for mode matches between the neuropeptidemmol/L Na2HPO4, 1.8 mmol/L KH2PO4, pH 7.4 at
ligands NT and CCK and the (DA)D2 and DAT227C) in place of the Tris-base buffer. Ligand binding

saturation studies were performed in triplicate, using 12 proteins. From these matches, differential predic-
concentrations of [N-methyl-3H]-WIN 35,428 over a tions were made concerning the influence of NT vs
range of 0.25–20 nmol/L in assay volumes of 700 mL of CCK on the radioligand association kinetics of
a phosphate incubation buffer (31.5 mmol/L, 10 mmol/L mouse LtK fibroblastoma cells transfected with the
NaH2PO4, 0.32 mol/L sucrose, pH 7.4, 47C) including human cDNA for (DA)D2

61 and Madin-Darhy ca-
100 mL of buffer with or without mazindol, final concen- nine kidney (MDCK) cells transfected with the hu-
tration, 1 mmol/L (to define nonspecific binding), and

man cDNA for DAT.62

radioligand and membrane suspensions with respect to
Figure 2A (top) portrays the graph of the hy-protein as above. The samples were incubated to equilib-

drophobic free energy sequence, Hi ,iÅ1. . .13 , of NTrium (2 h) at 47C and the reaction terminated by the
and its S(v) peak of v01 É 8.13 aa . The shortnessaddition of phosphate buffer. Samples were lyophilized
of the series made even the low order S(v) , k Å 2and counted as above. The addition of CCK-8 (CCK

26-33; Bachem, Torrance, CA), prepared in buffer with unreliable. The Wa ,b(Hi ,iÅ1. . .13 ) , however, is local
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96 Mandell et al.

FIGURE 2A The top panels contain graphs representing the hydrophobic free energy se-
quence Hi ,iÅ1. . .13 , in kcal /mol per amino acid, of NT; its is all poles, maximum entropy power
spectrum, S(v) , v01 É 8.13 aa , which is consistent with the dominant hydrophobic mode
found in its wavelet transformation, Wa ,b(Hi ,iÅ1. . .13 ) É 8.00 to 6.4 aa . Bottom panels contain
plots of the Hi ,iÅ1. . .432 of the (DA)D2, its leading (transmembrane) eigenfunction c1 å cT of
length n 0 M / 1 Å 419, with (roughly) 7 maxima locating the transmembrane hydrophobic
peaks, and the secondary polynomial-like eigenfunction containing the receptor mode c2 å cR

of length n 0M / 1 Å 419. There are, in addition, two transformations of cR : An equipotential
contour plot of the modular amplitudes of the discrete trigonometric wavelet transformation
Wa ,b(cR) , demonstrating v É 8.33 aa , with modular peaks in the sequential locations of the
functionally significant first and third cytosolic loops63 and a graph of its S(v) , v01 É 8.16
aa . The (DA)D2 receptor hydrophobic mode approximates that of the v01 É 8.13 aa found
in NT.
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FIGURE 2B The top panels contain graphs representing the Hi ,iÅ1. . .8 of CCK-8 (the most
prevalent form of CCK in brain) in kcal/mol per amino acid in the sequence; a plot of
the peptide’s S(v) , v01 É 2.92 aa , which is consistent with its dominant wavelet dilate
Wa ,b(Hi ,iÅ1. . .8 ) , v01É 2.88 to 2.67 aa . CCK-28 and longer forms of CCK from gastrointestinal,
pancreatic, and other extraneural tissue manifest a similar dominant hydrophobic mode. Bottom
panels contain a plot of the hydrophobic free energy sequence Hi ,iÅ1. . .620 of DAT, its leading
(transmembrane) eigenfunction c1 å cT of length, n 0 M / 1 Å 605, with 12–20 large and
small maxima representing potential transmembrane segments (see text) . This is followed by
a plot of the secondary polynomial-like eigenfunction, c3 å cTR , containing the transporter’s
peptide binding mode of length n 0 M / 1 Å 605. There are two additional transformations
of cTR . An equipotential contour plot of the modular amplitudes of the discrete trigonometric
wavelet transformation Wa ,b(cTR) , v01 É 3.17 aa , demonstrates modular peaks in the vicinity
of the 1–3 and 5–7 transmembrane domains. Studies using chimeric substitutions have found
these regions to be significant in drug ligand binding studies.54 A graph of its S(v) , v01 Å 3.12
aa approximates the hydrophobic mode of CCK-8.
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FIGURE 3A Upper panels contain plots of the quadratic least squares, best fit 3H-spiperone
to (DA)D2 saturation binding functions, each point is the mean of three determinations in
the presence of the indicated concentrations of NT and CCK. These graphs demonstrate a
concentration-related, nonlinear kinetic influence (left shift and increment in quadratic maxima)
by NT but not CCK. Lower panels are similar representations of [N-methyl-3H]-WIN 35,428
binding to DAT at the indicated concentrations of the neuropeptides, showing a similar (but
not clearly concentration-dependent) nonlinear kinetic modulation of ligand binding to the
dopamine transporter by CCK but not NT. See text for more complete descriptions and caveats.

and insensitive to series length.60 In addition, the approximation by locating the dominant peptide–
receptor mode-matched average wavelength of v01assumption made here that Hi ,iÅ1. . .13 is at a single

sequence position, maximizes the discrimination of É 8.33 aa . The largest moduli seen as concentric
circles in the contour plot of Wa ,b(cR) are in the ap-modes in wavelength space. This led to the confir-

mation of the S(v) approximation by the Wa ,b- proximate regions of the first and third cytosolic loops
known in studies of alternative splicings to be essential(Hi ,iÅ1. . .13 ) of NT’s v01 É 8.0 to 6.4 aa .

Figure 2A (bottom) contains the graph of the for ligand-induced activity of (DA)D2.63 If we con-
sider the presence of NT in dopamine cells28 and theHi ,iÅ1. . .432 of the (DA)D2 receptor followed by a

plot of its leading, transmembrane eigenfunction, presynaptic role of the (DA)D2 transmembrane pro-
tein,36,64 the sequential locations of its NT modec1 å cT . The seven transmembrane segments of

(DA)D2 are clearly evident. The graph of the next matches seen in the Wa ,b(cR) suggest the potential
for NT’s direct binding mediated, physiological regu-leading eigenfunction, c2 Å cR , manifests an S(v)

with v01 É 8.16 aa . The Wa ,b(cR) confirms this lation of (DA)D2 autoreceptor function.61,63
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FIGURE 3B Lineweaver–Burke plots of the data from the left side of Figure 3A, though
indicative of relatively small effects, are not inconsistent with an ‘‘uncompetitive’’ inhibitory
influence of NT on maximal ligand binding by (DA)D2 and of CCK on the ligand binding by
DAT. See text.

Figure 2B (top) contains the graphs of CCK’s Experimental Results
Hi ,iÅ1. . .8 , its S(v) , v01 É 2.92 aa , and its confir-

Three considerations should be kept in mind in re-matory, single sequence position, Wa ,b(Hi ,iÅ1. . .8 ) ,
viewing the apparently confirmatory studies de-v01 É 2.88–2.67 aa . CCK-8 is the dominant form
scribed below: (1) Whereas studies of the influenceof CCK in the brain.65 Figure 2B (bottom) contains
of these neuropeptides in cell systems with demon-DAT’s graphs of the Hi ,iÅ1. . .620 , the transmembrane
strated peptide receptor–dopamine receptor mecha-containing eigenfunction c1 å cT , and the trans-
nisms are responsive in the NT and CCK concentra-porter binding mode containing eigenfunction c3

tion ranges of°10 nM , 28,36,64 the cell lines express-å cTR , of the putatively 12 (perhaps 12–20, see
ing human (DA)D2 and DAT that were withoutabove) transmembrane segment containing DAT
apparent intrinsic peptide receptors demonstratedprotein.54 The S(v) , v01 É 3.12 aa of the eigen-
kinetic modulation of dopaminergic radioligandfunction containing the transporter mode supports
binding by the neuropeptides in concentrations ofthat the dominant mode of the Wa ,b(cTR) É 3.17
¢10 nM . On the other hand, kinetic influence ofaa. It also indicates that the largest valued moduli
less than maximal affinity may be consistent withfor CCK binding are in the vicinity of the segments
a direct, short latency and reversible neuropeptidebetween 1–3 and 5–7 transmembrane domains, re-
regulation of dopaminergic mechanisms. (2) It isgions that chimeric studies have suggested play
not anticipated that the signatory sequential hy-roles in the binding of antidepressant and stimulant
drophobic pattern matches described here will nec-drugs.54

essarily discriminate among the physiological ex-The discovery of these ligand and receptor hy-
pressions of selective ligand–receptor aggregation,drophobic free energy mode matches led to the pre-
such as full or partial agonist or antagonist actions,24dictions that NT would selectively hydrophobically
since these effects appear to be more dependent onaggregate and modulate the kinetics of the radioli-
intramembranous charge and/or ionic interactionsgand binding by a cell system expressing (DA)D2,
involving specific amino acid side chains. On theand that CCK would hydrophobically bind and
other hand, hydrophobic aggregation to receptormodulate the kinetics of radioligand binding by
loops may play a role in the conformational changesa cell system expressing DAT. Additionally, the
associated with the initial binding and/or transloca-prediction was made that mode mismatched NT
tion mechanisms.25,66 (3) It is perhaps not surprisingwould not influence the kinetic properties of
that the observed peptide-induced changes in theDAT, and that CCK would not alter the kinetic

functions of (DA)D2 . binding functions are nonlinear in neuropeptide and
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ligand concentration in light of the involvement of tive inhibitory interactions. As noted, the neuropep-
tide dose dependence is more evident in the CCK–distant from active site binding and complicated

macromolecular mechanisms. More neuropeptide DAT interaction than in that of NT-(DA)D2.
It may be that hydrophobic mode matched neuro-does not always mean more effect, and ligand satu-

ration kinetics may have parabolic maxima.41 peptide inhibition of dopamine receptor and trans-
porter ligand binding activity by NT and CCK inDue to the differential modulatory influences of

1008 to 1006 molar concentrations of NT and CCK vivo is the result of the bound peptides impeding
the access of dopamine ligands to receptor andon the dopamine D2 radioligand, 3H-spiperone satu-

ration binding functions by (DA)D2 were studied transporter binding sites. Perhaps some extramem-
branous binding sites are lost by peptide-inducedin a NT receptor free mouse LtK fibroblastoma cell

line stably transfected with the human (DA)D2 membrane internalization of some receptor and
transporter loops.25 NT inhibition of 3H-spiperonecDNA.61 The regulatory influences of the same

range of concentrations of these neuropeptides on binding by (DA)D2 is consistent with its reported
inhibition of dopamine receptor binding32 and anti-the saturation binding function of the cocaine ana-

logue, [N-methyl-3H]-WIN 35,428 by DAT, were psychotic drug-like pharmacology.33 CCK-8 inhibi-
tion of [N-methyl-3H]-WIN 35,428 binding bystudied in a NT receptor free MDCK cell line, with-

out known CCK receptors, which was stably trans- DAT suggests a contribution to its known augmen-
tation of dopamine release as demonstrated by infected with the human DAT cDNA.62

Figure 3A (upper panels) are graphs of mean (of vivo microdialysis. 68

triplicate determinations) , quadratic least square fits
of the saturation binding functions of 3H-spiperone Appreciation is expressed to Dr. Frederick Monsma,
by membrane preparations of the (DA)D2 trans- Hoffman La-Roche, Basel, Switzerland, and Dr. Gary

Rudnick, Yale University, New Haven, CT, for their gen-fected mouse LtK fibroblastoma cell line in the pres-
erous gifts of the human (DA)D2 and DAT cDNA trans-ence of 1008 to 1006 molar concentrations of NT
fected cell lines, respectively, used in these studies. Thisand CCK. These demonstrate the predicted dose-
work was supported by a National Institute of Mentaldependent interaction (here inhibition) of concen-
Health, Small Business Innovation Research Grant R43tration-dependent, maximal equilibrium ligand
MH58026-01 to the Cielo Institute, 486 Sunset Drive,binding by NT but not CCK. The lower panels con-
Asheville, NC. 28804-3727.

tain the graphs of the saturation binding functions
of [N-methyl-3H]-WIN 35,428 by the membrane
preparations of the DAT transfected (MDCK) cell
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